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Until recently, many users may been only vaguely aware of what an “operating system” 
was, knowing there was something that announced itself as Microsoft Windows XP when 
their machine booted up each day.  However, late in 2006 Microsoft released a new 
operating system meant to replace Windows XP, a system that had been around since 
October 2001—and with Microsoft Windows Vista the concept of operating systems 
suddenly became important to most business users.
Updates to operating systems creates issues with software and hardware compatibility, 
especially for vendors that got sloppy and did not pay attention to the standards for the 
operating system.  Those that went through the transition to Windows XP back in 2001 will 
recall there were issues with that change.  But for most Windows users that had become a 
distant memory.
The minority of computer users that used other operating systems (Apple MacIntosh 
system users and those running variants of the open source Linux) had dealt with regular 
operating system updates over the years.  For instance, Apple released OSX 10.0 in 2001, 
and after that released five major updates (10.1-10.4) during the period Windows remained 
at officially the same version.  Because of the regular revisions, vendors tended to be 
careful to write code and drivers that had a good chance of working in future versions, and 
users were tolerant of the minor issues that arose.
Due to various problems in development and changes of direction in the project, Windows 
stalled for a much longer time at XP than Microsoft had planned for it to stay there. 
Unfortunately, the longer that time went on, the less prepared the user base and vendors 
were for the changes inherent in an operating system.  Thus Vista has a poor reputation 
among many users as being an upgrade that breaks things.
In some cases, those “breaks” aren't easy to fix.  Another side effect of the six years 
between OS updates is that businesses may be relying on hardware or software that is no 
longer being maintained, but which works for them.  However, the drivers for the hardware 
may not work under the new operating system, and the software may not run under the 
new operating system—and neither will be updated to do so.  
Nevertheless, Microsoft does not plan to continue to sell Windows XP forever.  In fact, as of 
the date this article is being written the official plans are that by the time this is published 
Microsoft will no longer allow most equipment manufacturers to sell XP machines (though 
they can sell Vista machines that are “downgraded” to XP prior to shipment).  As well, 
eventually manufacturers will eventually be selling software and hardware that will require 
Vista or a later version of Windows to run that won't work on XP systems.

Virtual Machines
So what is a user to do who needs both Vista and XP?  There is a solution to this problem 
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that has become practical due to additional features built into new processor chips—virtual 
machine software.  Until recently this software was a secret known primarily to server 
specialists who used the software to create “walled gardens” to isolate functions on servers. 
The software gained more prominence with an event that many PC users probably weren't 
even aware of—Apple computer's 2005 announcement that it would begin to use Intel 
processor chips, the same chips that are used to Windows in most computers.  But those 
MacIntoshes couldn't run Windows programs with the native operating system. 
Virtual machine software first came onto the desktop in significant numbers to allow 
MacIntosh users to run Windows programs.  The software allows the user to run a second 
operating system concurrently with the main system running on the computer. That second 
operating system is given a “walled garden” that appears to the operating system software 
to be its own physical computer.  That virtual computer can be given either direct or shared 
access with the host operating system to hardware resources.  Thus, even hardware that 
had no MacIntosh OSX drivers written could still be connected to a MacIntosh and the 
hardware given to the Windows machine to manage with its own native drivers—and then 
potentially share that hardware back to the MacIntosh. 
Software to handle this matter under OSX includes Parallels Workstation for the Mac 
(Parallels, Inc., list price $79.99) and VMWare Fusion (VMWare, Inc., list price $79.99). 
Users also need to purchase a license for the version of Windows they want to run (which 
can be more than one—these programs can create machines for everything from MSDOS 
6 through Windows Vista Ultimate SP1).

Running XP Under Vista
The problem for Vista upgraders with incompatible hardware or software is similar to the 
ones MacIntosh OSX users faced—and the same solution will work.  Again users will need 
a virtual machine solution and a license for the extra “machine” running XP.  Note that your 
existing XP license likely won't work unless you bought a full retail copy of XP—something 
virtually no small business XP user has.  The versions sold preinstalled to computers are 
locked to those computers, so that copy of XP on your old 2004 Dell desktop won't transfer 
to your new equipment.
The same vendors that offer MacIntosh solutions offer solutions for traditional PC users—
and, in fact, had versions available for that hardware well before they released it for the 
MacIntosh.  Only one vendor started out on the MacIntosh and that's one that will be a bit 
surprising—Microsoft, who acquired the Virtual PC product that allowed the prior generation 
of MacIntosh computers to run XP (though extremely slowly, since those machines used a 
totally different processor, which greatly complicated matters).  Microsoft ported that 
technology over to the standard PC platform and, in an interesting move, did not release a 
version for the MacIntosh once Apple switched over to Intel.
The main products available for the PC are the following:

 Virtual PC 
(http://www.microsoft.com/windows/products/winfamily/virtualpc/default.mspx) – This 
has the advantage of being freely available, though you have to go to the above site 
(or search for it via Google) to find it.  It's not the most feature rich product, and 
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Microsoft doesn't heavily promote it for desktop users, but it is a way for Windows 
users to get their feet wet.  One limitation is that the host operating system has to be 
a Windows based system.
MacIntosh users who have PowerPC based systems (which are no longer being 
sold) can obtain a version of this product that will run Windows very slowly.  Frankly 
the performance is so poor that it was only used for individuals who desperately 
needed to run just a single small Windows application.  There is no version that 
works with the newer Intel based MacIntoshes.

 VM Workstation 6 (http://www.vmware.com)--the original virtual machine program 
and best known vendor in the Wintel space is VMWare.  One thing PC users will 
notice immediately is that this program is more costly than the Mac version ($189) 
most likely due to VMWare's roots in the PC space in marketing to enterprises, while 
the MacIntosh market was initially defined by Parallels and was sold to consumers. 
However, the feature set is virtually identical to that found for the Mac VMWare 
Fusion product.  The product is available in editions that run both under Windows 
and various Linux distributions.
Intel MacIntosh users would buy the VMWare Fusion product.

 Parallels Workstation 2.2 for Windows and Linux (http://www.parallels.com) is 
available and, like the VMWare product, has a different price for Windows and Linux 
computers.  However in this case the price is lower than the Mac versions, listing for 
$49.99 for the Linux and Windows version in one box, compared to $79.99 for OSX. 
However, in this case Parallels is the relative newcomer in the Windows and Linux 
world.  
Intel MacIntosh users would purchase Parallels Desktop 3.0 for OSX.

In most cases, creating a new virtual machine is far simpler than the actual installation of 
Windows on a machine from the Windows CD, as the programs ask for all necessary 
information before starting the process and then automatically supply the information the 
Windows installation routine needs.   As well, utilities are provided with VMWare and 
Parallels to “migrate” an existing Windows XP or Vista machine to a virtual machine, though 
in most cases a reactivation of the Windows installation will be required.  If the old machine 
used an OEM installation of Windows (which is what the vast majority of users run), then a 
new license will be required for the virtual machine.
Once the virtual machine is created, it operates just like a copy of that operating system 
installed directly on hardware.  The only major limitations come in areas that won't be of 
much concern to most business users, such as the limitations of the virtual display driver 
that causes issues with programs that try to directly address the video hardware (mainly PC 
gaming applications).
The virtual machine offers some additional advantages over a standard Windows 
installation:

 The entire virtual machine generally consists of a directory on the host machine, and 
that entire directory is easy to back up and later restore if something goes wrong 
with the base operating system installation on the virtual machine.  Thus, rather than 
having to wipe a hard drive, reinstall Windows and reinstall all programs, a user can 
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simply “fall back” to the backup copy of the virtual machine.
 A virtual machine can take portability to new levels.  As the entire “machine” exists 

as a directory, a user can transfer his/her virtual machine to a different real machine 
by simply taking the file with him/her on a removal drive.  

 Virtual machines can be treated as disposable machines.  Users can create distinct 
virtual machines to handle “risky” duties like surfing the internet (a favorite infection 
vector today).  VMWare offers a number of “appliances” that consist of a premade 
virtual machine that can, for instance, contain a web browser appliance that has a 
Linux machine running Firefox.  That Linux machine can browse the web and 
generally limit any damage to that virtual machine should it come into contact with 
malware (and most malware is targeted at the far more prevalent Windows 
machines and only works in that environment anyway).  

 Similarly, virtual machines can be used to test out new software in a “real world” 
machine by duplicating a running virtual machine and then placing the new software 
in that copy to see if it creates problems in your organization or with your machine.  If 
the answer is yes, you simply junk the copy of the virtual machine rather than having 
to try and uninstall the program, a task that often turns out to be more complex than 
expected and not as successful.

 Finally, as noted above, a virtual machine can allow legacy software and hardware to 
continue to be used as needed until replacements are available that run under the 
current operating system

Implementing a Virtual Machine
The one negative for a virtual machine is that you need a more capable machine to run 
such programs.  The “bargain basement” machine at your local electronics big box store is 
likely going to give extremely poor performance when running VM software.  Realistically a 
virtual machine host system needs multiple gigabytes of memory (at least 2 Gigabytes, and 
4 would be recommended if Windows Vista is involved either as a host or guest system) 
and a relatively fast dual core processor.  
The Intel MacIntoshes generally meet the requirements for running virtual machines, at 
least if they have sufficient memory installed, so their basic specifications are a good guide 
even if you are going to acquire your machines from other vendors.
You also need to decide what will be the guest operating system.  If you going to primarily 
use Windows Vista as your operating system but need access to a few programs or old 
pieces of hardware that won't work under Vista then using Vista as the host makes sense. 
However, if you plan to make frequent use of multiple operating systems, you might want to 
consider a less demanding operating system as the host, and install Vista as a guest 
system in a virtual machine.
Because of the larger portion of the desktop user base using virtual machines, the simplest 
virtual machine installations generally exist in the Intel MacIntosh versions of the packages. 
One negative is that your hardware vendor is limited, and the host operating system 
becomes OSX, but if you are looking for the simplest implementation the Macs clearly win 
out.  One thing that helps is that Apple works from a relatively limited set of sources for its 
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hardware, so the VM vendors can do thorough checking that their programs work out of the 
box with the exact systems you will acquire.

A Practical Solution
We make heavy use of virtual machines in our CPA firm.  All three of our firm's partners and 
a significant portion of our staff run MacIntosh computers with Windows running in a virtual 
machine without any compatibility problems whatsoever, running CPA specific software 
such as CCH's ProSystemfx  tax preparation program.  I personally have both Windows XP 
and Windows Vista virtual machines installed on my own laptop computer, along with a 
Linux distribution that can be used for testing.
If you are facing the problem of wanting to move on to Vista but having hardware or 
software that only works with Windows XP, virtual machines present an elegant solution.
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Virtual Machines - Keeping XP 
Around While Migrating Elsewhere
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We’re Moving to Vista!
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MacIntosh OSX 10.4 Desktop
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Parallels Desktop Machine Selection

Let’s Launch Vista
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Starting Vista
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Vista Log In Screen
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Windows Vista and 
MacIntosh OSX Running
Side by Side
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So How Do We Do This!?!
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Installing Windows XP on Parallels
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Virtual Machine Definition

What Windows
sees as the
hardware it is 
running on
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Memory Settings
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Which OS Gets the Device?
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USB Connection Options
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Starting Windows XP
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Windows XP Up and Running Under OSX
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Taking Windows Full Screen
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Word 2007 Up and Running
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Get Rid of XP Background and Show OSX
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$189.00$79.99

VMWare Options
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$49.99$79.99

Parallels Options
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Microsoft Virtual PCMicrosoft Hyperviser?

Free (for now)
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Operating Systems

Licensing Issues

Base System
Selection
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Qualified OEM Version of Vista
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XP Installation Disk...
with Installation Key
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Computer System Specifications

CPU and RAM!
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If You Really Want to Run
5 Vista Machines Concurrently
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Specifications for single virtual and main
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